
 
 

 
 
 

Explore the Word with Language. 
 

This year’s Language Show can’t take place at Olympia as originally planned. 

However they are delighted to announce that almost all of this year’s 

speakers have instead agreed to present their talks live and online. Click here 

to see the full programme, available via Zoom and entirely free of charge. 

 

You will find a huge variety of talks, entertainment and insights for people 

who love languages ( teachers and students). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://languageshowlive.co.uk/talks/


 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

The Old Vic Theatre brings their work to you at home and school! 

 That’s the idea behind the Education Hub – a resource for teachers, students, 

parents, young creatives of the future at home wanting to learn new skills; 

this is something that everyone can have access to, for free. 

 

The theatre has exciting  workshops  to  offer such as Introduction to 

Directing, Puppet Making, Writing Music and Playwriting. For more details, 

click here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.oldvictheatre.com/join-in/education-hub/workshops


 

UK Chemistry Olympiad 
Designed to challenge and inspire, the UK Chemistry Olympiad is the leading            
chemistry competition for students in secondary education across the British          
Isles. This enriching experience is a unique opportunity for students to push            
themselves further and excel in the chemistry field. The UK Chemistry Olympiad            
is open to all secondary schools and colleges in the British Isles. However, the              
questions are aimed at students in their last year of study before higher             
education so we recommend that entrants should be at least 16. 

The competition is designed to challenge, so it will not be easy. Students should              
see it as an opportunity to develop their thinking and problem solving skills, and              
to test their existing knowledge of chemistry in real-world situations. Students           
could even find themselves representing the UK at the prestigious International           
Chemistry Olympiad. 

If you'd like to find out more about the Olympiad, why not listen to the Chemistry                
Olympiad webinar? The webinar was presented by Dr Penny Robotham, Chair of the             
Olympiad working group, in November 2019. Listen to the webinar. 

If you are interested, talk to your Science teacher and Ms Delgado. 

For more information, click here. 
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